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Air Leak Tester with Auto Calibrating Functionality 

Fukuda is pleased to announce that the company will be attending the INTERMEASURE 2016 

Exposition, and that we will be introducing the following products there. 

We very much hope that you will be able to take the opportunity to visit our stand at the event. 

We look forward to seeing you there.                  

An air-leak tester with improved leak volume precision, and which converts  

its results based on auto-calibration of effects of environmental changes  

(ambient temperature and pressure etc.) 

- Improved leak sensitivity precision through its auto-calibrating function 

- Improved testing precision from a more stabilized zero point 

- Separation of the testing station 

  (Greater identification of test part and sensor environments) 

FLZ-0620 series 

EtherCAT Compatible Air Leak Tester 

- Reduces wiring/Delivers flexible line transition 

- Line remote control/centralized management capable 

- Compact but highly functional/Fitted with 

  a range of calibration functions 

- Multi-channel compatible  

- High-speed data transfer 

FLA-0100 series 

- Unit construction enables high user layout freedom 

- Basic unit equipped with standard devices 

- Provides a wide range of leak testing, from gross to gas leaks  

- Testing jig supported by special designs 

- EtherNet/IP Compatible 

CGS-0100 series Gas Leak Testing Device 

Flow Standard 

- Standard device for leak flows which creates set flow rates 

- Transfers traced by set flow rate testers  

- Optimal for use in daily inspection of leak testers, sensitivity checks, 

  and test piece capacity tests 

- Line up of Standard Leaks (Flow Rate Production Device) for each flow rate  

FFM series 
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